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Many thanks for good collaboration:
Aryanna Karen®, Ania Cail, BBY®, Central Garden Solution®, Cera Mihailescu, Clara Rotescu, CORUM Group®, Carol&Co®, Deseo®, Dataware®, Eye On Model®,
EMC2®, EGO Fashion®, Friends Studio®, Fujitsu®, Hastens Store®, Hyppocratica®, Interna Mobili®, Louis Purple®, Klamere®, Lada®, Mary Kay®, NaturWe®, Neuronika®,
Nutrigea®, OTHO Estate®, Palestra dei talenti®, Prestige®, Porcelanosa®, Reputation Manager, SirLudovic®, TAROM®, Tipolito Valmarecchia®, Viggo®, Xella®

Hi!
We are BOX and despite our name, we are always thinking outside
of it. The expertise, gathered during the projects we have been a part
of over the last decade, forged us into specialists in communication,
graphics and audio.

Time and quality are two of the most important aspects of this industry
and digital products are bringing a new level of utility and interaction with
consumers. Convenience and connectedness are no longer just nice to
have, they are at the center of people’s experience.

Every culture is based on a story, so let us briefly tell you ours.

The market has changed drastically in the last years and brands rely on
agencies to obtain great awareness. However, today that is not enough.

After more than ten years of studies and fieldwork, three passionate individuals have discovered a common goal: delivering both efficient strategies and delightful media for businesses. The team created an ambitious
project, whose goal became its culture – all in the BOX.
With an ever-expanding desire to evolve, we give many thanks to
the smart and innovative few who bring out the best in every product.
Behind every product, there is a well thought-out approach meant to
create meaningful connections between brands and people.

You also need to create a consumer experience that leads to long-term
satisfaction. This means that agencies need to provide not only the
right product messaging, but also the right marketing tools to drive that
message and measure the results.
You are now dearly invited to take a tour of the last years of activity and
highlights in the following pages.

Aura Drăgulănescu – Executive Director, binding teams with economic knowledge, copywriting background and social insight

and also a
singer

Eduard Mihăilă – Creative Director, with a consistent background in advertising, print & packaging, design and online marketing. In charge of Studio ZERO
Dan Chiper – Sound and Tech Director, with a colorful background in audio engineering, sound for film, sound design and production. In charge of Studio ONE

Streams
A. Research & Plan
B. Creative Services

C. Online&Digital Marketing
D. Public Relations

Knowing The Business
Analysis
Strategy
Audio
Graphics
Web Design
Video
Photo
Alternative Art

E. Print & Publishing

A

B
D
E

Marketing Materials and Print
Promotional Products
Expositional Production
Acting and Assisting

(hostess, models, catering, speakers etc.)

Media Campaigns
Events
Team Building
Exhibitions

C

Social media
Email marketing
Content marketing
Media Buying
SEO

Tour of BOX Studios
BOX Studios offers the creativity and ingenuity of our advertising specialists, alongside research services which stand tall at the
base of any marketing plan. Your advertising strategy will, therefore, be delivered with some delicious concepts, for your brand to reach
the audience the proper way.

Logoand
Brand
Identity

Marketing
Material

Research
& Plan

Science in
Sound

Audio
Creation

Printed and stationery
customized materials
will always be the
highlight of your brand’s
presence. Anytime.

We provide consistent and
relevant consumers insights,
from various research.
Because an efficient strategy
is based on a trustworthy
analysis..

Give your brand a voice with the
perfect blend of technology and
quality sound, using the latest in
DeepMind® and AI.

Memorable content for a
memorable brand. We reach
out for your consumers by using
art and sounds to deliver emotional impact, above all else.

Solutions provided for audio needs
in every format, space... or dream.

SFX recording & foley

Business cards

Market Research

Mixing and sound quality

Scoring for film

Logo design

Postcards

Brand Analysis

Mastering dynamic oriented

Multi-purpose recording

Logo redesign

Brochures

Content strategy

Recovery & enhancement

Voice acting

Naming

Catalogues

Product strategy

3D capture and processing

Musical recording

Tagline

Banners

Online strategy

Implementation of audio

Production & sound design

Promotional Campaigns

Audio installations

Rework & remixing

Events Planning

Acoustics & consultancy

Impact and production analysis

Choose the way your image
is perceived by the public.
Your brand is the personality of your business
to which visual content is
assigned.

see page
12 to 25

Packaging

Magazines
Branding

Agenda

26-31

44 -57

58-59

Style guides
Color palettes
Typography metrics
Imagery styles

see page
32 to 49

If you drink your coffee in the morning
with us, you get a free hour of audio
consulting in Studio ONE
We have cookies too!

In the last years, BOX has hallmarked many types of national and international brands. Almost 75% of the projects involved Branding,
Online marketing and materials, and Motion 360⁰ production. We invite you to take a glance in some of Studio ZERO’s best advertising
creations. If you want to hear Studio ONE’s creations, come visit us, since we can’t show you sound.

Web
Designand
go to Coding
www.decolarox.ro
www.miraicenter.ro

see page
22 to 25

There is no better
business card than your
website. How it looks,
moves and works is the
image a business reflects.

Online
Marketing

Motion
360⁰

Media
Buying

Alternative
Art

Data and statistics is invaluable to today’s growing
business Be present, be
reachable, get noticed and
use the proper tools.

Visual media is a great
part of what today’s
advertising is. It has
always been, but now it
occupies 60% of people’s
attention. Be interesting,
take part of the creative
wave that catches
the eye.

The media department is
responsible for planning
where and when your
ads will appear within
space or time.
Newspapers, magazines,
radio, television, digital,
outdoor media, and
many more, can easily
increase awareness.

Artists are here to design your product and
environment, offering a unique perspective for
your brand.

Social media & ads

Websites

Email marketing

E-commerce

Content marketing

Landing pages

SEO

Apps
UX/UI

Hosting and domains
Web Hosting From only €8/month! Everything you need
to give your website the reliable, high-performance home it
deserves. Get your domain name today!

From various animations,
to video production
and the entire crew
needed to create
a powerful message,
we can deliver.
Statistics say that
people have turned their
attention towards a more
creative visual content.
Let us make it right
for you.

Online
Radio
Magazines
Newspapers
Social Networks

Make it special.
Experience is what makes people desire more,
enjoy, look for and buy. From product design to
art installations, or paintings, let us prepare
an idea and the result will certainly
impress and impregnate the
memory.
Multiple variations
of creativity open
possibilities to display your business
and create the
awareness we all
strive for.

Oudoor
Want to know more?
Contact us:
+40 734 378 797

knowing your business and doing the
right moves make success happen.

NATURWE

palestra dei talenti

Browse through and reserve
your perfect model
anywhere in the world

2018
The Hosu Team®

The Hosu Team | Keller Williams Realty
Keller Williams Realty is an American international real estate franchise with headquarters in Austin, Texas. Founded in 1983
by Gary Keller and Joe Williams, it grew from a single office in Austin to approximately 700 offices and as of November 2016
with over 170,000 associates worldwide.
The Hosu Team is their subsidiary, for whom BOX Studios have provided brand identity and marketing materials.

C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 88
#5a5451

C: 6 M: 4 Y: 35 K: 0
#f2e9b5
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2012
Tarom Airline

Style and exquisite services go hand in hand
TAROM Romanian Air Transport was established in 1954 and developed alongside Romanian aviation. TAROM
performs its activity under the Ministry of Transportation and has been a member of SkyTeam Alliance as of June 25th, 2010.

years
INSPIRED BY EXPERIENCE

years
INSPIRED BY EXPERIENCE

years

C: 60 M: 57 Y: 58 K: 32
#5a5451

C: 6 M: 4 Y: 35 K: 0
#f2e9b5

INSPIRED BY EXPERIENCE

years

years
INSPIRED BY EXPERIENCE
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2013-2018
Friends Studios

No hard times with friends along the way
FRIENDS has always impressed, both through the complexity of their creative process, as well as the speed at which they
deliver impeccable results. The team provides any type of photography services and is the professional choice of many high
standard brands. BOX has been one of them over the years. Our collaborative work is illustrated from page 042 to 049.

C: 5 M: 3 Y: 3 K: 0
#414042

C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 90
#414042
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2016
eMea

Professional Mediation Guaranteed
Mediation is just like a dance between two or more participants, assisted by an instructor. The environment, the state of mind,
the audience, the will to win, as well as the strain to be the best are factors which set the rhythm.

before

C: 24 M: 41 Y: 0 K: 0
#bf9cc9

C: 60 M: 57 Y: 58 K: 32
#5a5451

C: 6 M: 4 Y: 35 K: 0
#f2e9b5
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2017-2018
Mirai Center

MIRAI, the center of Bucharest opportunities
MIRAI Center is composed by commercial spaces and the residential upper floors, for great living choice-makers. Placed at
the core of Romania’s capital city, the very interesting building MIRAI Center is the 7th among the buldings of its developer.
Naming and Logo, Web Design and Developing, Building 3D modeling, Copywriting and other Marketing materials have
been provided for this project.

If you love this design

you should see how it moves
www.miraicenter.ro

C:20 M: 57 Y: 73 K:3
#d38a64

C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 90
#404041
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2017-2018
laRox

Memorable Déco by laRox
LaRox is about big perspectives composed by little things. Just as home starts with heart. It is a well-known thing that the
man blesses the place. Not only through one’s presence, but even more by the visual experience chosen to surround them.
To this dear project we have contributed with brand identity and strategy, copywriting, web design, photo 360, online
marketing services, packaging and other materials.

www.decolarox.ro
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WHO YOU
GONNA CALL
WHEN
SUPPLIES ARE
OVER?
WE SUPPORT ECO-FRIENDLY SOLUTIONS
FOR OUR NEEDS. CARE TO JOIN?

2016
Friends Studios

Elevation Training Mask

®

| 2.0. ELITE EDITION

Elevation Training Mask® 2.0 ELITE EDITION has been one of the hottest selling resistance breathing devices on the market.
Training Mask has been featured in movies, national TV campaigns, and even the Super Bowl.
BOX team has redesigned the logo and the packaging.

C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 100
#000000

FOLIO GOLD
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2014-2015
Hypprocatica Italy

La linea di prodotti naturali
The beauty line Klamère is composed of nine skin care products. The face nurturing products help reduce wrinkles and bring
back stressed skin to its ideal balance. Their body products reduce localized deposits and help drain all excess fluids.
Packaging, logo redesign, Web Design and Development were provided for this project.

COSMESI NATURALE

Protective and regenerating treatment that works effectively against the imperfections and signs caused by
environmental stresses and by aging. Thanks to the AFA-phycocyanins and the many other active
ingredients contained in Klamath algae, as well as a proprietary type of hyaluronic acid, the Klamère Face
Cream acts effectively contributing to a more relaxed skin leaving it soft and silky.

COSMESI NATURALE

Trattamento antietà rigenerante che agisce in maniera efficace contro gli inestetismi causati dai segni di
espressione e di invecchiamento cutaneo. Grazie alle speciali AFA-ficocianine e agli altri principi attivi
contenuti nell’Alga Klamath, in sinergia con un efficace tipo di acido ialuronico, agisce efficacemente
favorendo un aspetto più disteso della pelle lasciandola morbida e setosa.

FUNCTIONAL SUBSTANCIES: Klamath microalgae, microfragments hyaluronic acid, cocoa butter, shea
butter, argan oil, sweet almond oil, rice bran oil, vitamin E acetate.

A BASE DI: Microalga Klamath, acido ialuronico microframmentato, burro di cacao, burro di karité, olio di
argan, olio di mandorle dolci, olio di crusca di riso, vitamina E acetato.

HOW TO USE: Apply the product on the treatment area, massaging in until completely absorbed.

MODALITA’ D’USO: Applicare il prodotto sul viso, massaggiando fino a completo assorbimento.

Soin reconstituant anti-âge qui agit de façon efficace contre les imperfections causées par les rides
d’expression et de vieillissement cutané. Grâce aux spéciales AFA-phycocyanines et aux autres principes
actifs contenus dans l’Algue Klamath, en synergie avec un type efficace d’acide hyaluronique, il agit
efficacement et redonne un aspect plus détendu à la peau, en la laissant souple et soyeuse.

face cream
with Klamath Algae and hyaluronic acid

con micro alga Klamath e acido ialuronico

MODE D’EMPLOI: Appliquer le produit sur le visage et masser jusqu’à absorption complète.

50
ml.
1,7 fl. OZ.

DISTRIBUITO da:
Hyppocratica srl
Via Ventotto Luglio, 212 Borgo maggiore Rep San Marino
Persona Responsabile Dott. Tommaso Gallo +378 0549 941400

crema viso

SUBSTANCES FONCTIONNELLES: Micro-algue Klamath, acide hyaluronique micro fragmenté, beurre de
cacao, beurre de karité, huile d’argan, huile d’amandes douces, huile de son de riz, vitamine E acétate.

50
ml.
1,7 fl. OZ.

50
ml.
1,7 fl. OZ.
INGREDIENTS:
Aqua, Oryza sativa bran oil, Alcohol denat., Ethyl hexyl palmitate, Glycerin, Prunus amygdalus dulcis oil,
Arachidyl alcohol, Helianthus annus seed oil, Butyrospermum parkii butter, Arachidyl glucoside, Behenyl
alcohol, Theobroma cacao butter, Aphanizomenon flos-aquae powder, Sodium hyaluronate, Argania spinosa
oil, Dipalmitoyl hydroxyproline, Myristyl glucoside, Cera alba, Xanthan gum, Myristyl alcohol, Tocopheryl
acetate, Benzyl alcohol, Dehydroacetic acid, Parfum, CI 75810.

Lotto Numero:

PROVA D'ACQUISTO

klamère
Ultra

PANTONE 253 C
C: 43 M: 95 Y: 0 K: 0
#9d3292
PANTONE BLUE 072 C
C: 100 M: 100 Y: 1 K: 1
#160a8b

FOLIO SILVER LIGHT
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2012-2016
Fujitsu® Romania

Shaping tomorrow with you
Fujitsu is the leading Japanese information and communication technology
company (ICT), offering a full range of technology products, solutions and
services. Approximately 159,000 Fujitsu employees are active in more than
100 countries. Through experience and the power of ICT, they willfully shape
future along with their customers.
Their comprehensive business encompasses the development, manufacture, sales and maintenance of the cutting-edge, high-quality products
and electronic devices that make possible all the multifaceted services
provision.
Fujitsu’s corporate design was developed to convey the brand promise “shaping tomorrow with you” in a unique visual statement. This design
has won the internationally acclaimed 2013 iF award in the communication
design category.

www.fujitsu.com/ro

2012-2016
Fujitsu® Romania

Fujitsu Day Tour
An event is a multitude of ideas, shaped under various forms to define the
overall concept. Information, sundry and concentrated, has then the opportunity to be transmitted in the best circumstances.
Details such as location or the integrated ornaments sustain the materialization of ideas. We are here to offer support in planning and implementing
such a marketing phenomenon.

pages 34 - 35

2012-2016
CLIENT
Fujitsu® Romania
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2011-2018
Xella® Romania

Building material
of the future – YTONG
Ytong autoclaved aerated concrete is a brand of the century: One of the
strongest brands in the building materials market, that has long been a
guarantee for the best thermal insulation in the area of masonry and solid
quality, numbers among the premium group of top German products.
At the same time, it represents the culmination of an unparalleled period of
development.
In 1929, the first autoclaved aerated concrete was produced in the Swedish
town of Yxhult. “Yxhults Anghärdade Gasbetong”, gave birth a little later to
the world’s first registered trademark for a building material, Ytong, which
went on to change the construction industry for good.
The Ytong blocks have been sold wrapped in yellow plastic film since 1967.
This yellow film is part of the marketing strategy that places the emphasis
firmly upon brand recognition.

www.ytong.ro

2011-2018
Xella® Romania

YTONG - 85 years
Xella® Romania’s communication has always been in focus, evolving year
by year. Due to efficient informing and the marketing strategies applied in
media, the annual reports show significant increases in sales and brand
awareness.
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2011-2018
CLIENT
Xella® Romania
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2011-2018
CLIENT
Xella® Romania
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2011-2012
LG Electronics® Romania

Performance begins
from the testing phase
With 2014 global sales of USD 55.91 billion, LG comprises four business units Home Entertainment, Mobile Communications, Home Appliance & Air Solution,
and Vehicle Components - and is one of the world’s leading producers of flat
panel TVs, mobile devices, air conditioners, washing machines and refrigerators.
LG Electronics is a 2014 ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year.
LG Electronics was established in 1958 and has since led the way into the advanced digital era thanks to the technological expertise acquired by manufacturing many home appliances such as radios and TVs.
LG Electronics has unveiled many new products, applied new technologies in
the form of mobile devices and digital TVs in the 21st century and continues to
reinforce its status as a global company.

www.lg.com/ro

2011-2012
LG Electronics® Romania
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2012 - 2013
MARSAY - The Tourist
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2014 -2016
EGO - Urban Fashion
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2014
Stefan Musca
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2015-2017
Louis Purple
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2015-2017
Louis Purple

TAROM SKYLADY
SkyLady magazine is a publication offered to passengers of TAROM company, onboard its aircrafts.
Created specially for TAROM and distributed free of charge, SKYLADY magazine is a pleasant, informative, refined, elegant
and sophisticated flight partner, especially for the female public.
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All rights are reserved.
The content and works provided on these pages are governed by the copyright.
Duplication, processing, distribution, or any form of commercialization of such material beyond the scope
of the copyright law shall require the prior written consent of its respective author or creator.

11 Barajul Arges street, district 1, floor 2, Bucharest 077190
telephone: +40 723 886 273 / +40 734 378 797 / e-mail: contact@boxstudios.co
boxstudios.co

